1. Approve minutes of meeting held on April 2nd, 2019.
2. Approve bills for payment through April 2nd, 2019.

NEW BUSINESS

3. Land Grade Activity Worksheet: Fund Balance $832,365.00
4. Address several complaints on Hummingbird F Lot 188 & 189. Michael Aliferis measured lot and left Rules and Regulations on the stone. Mayor's Office is aware of the situation.
5. Plot J Lot 582. Burial on 12/27/2000 still owes cemetery 500.00. Check was returned and no monument will be allowed until additional cemetery charges are paid. Family looking to change the existing stone or add the recent deceased name to the stone. On April 4th 2019 contacted Kristen at Rossi Bros and mailed letter explaining balance due have to be pay before any other actions are taken on the family stone.
6. Calvin Anderson and the Lynn Historical Commission are seeking grant funds to begin restoration process of the Rhodes Chapel from the Massachusetts Historical Commission.